Ultradian rhythms in the EEG and task performance.
The purpose of this work was to investigate the presence of ultradian rhythms in: 1. levels of electroencephalographic activation; 2. interhemispheric correlation and 3. the performance of two cognitive tasks, and the correlation between these variables. Eight volunteers, aged 20 to 30, participated in the experiment. Two sessions were carried out: one from 0800 to 1400 on one day and the other from 1400 to 2000 another day. Samples of EEG activity were taken every 15 min at rest with eyes open in left and right temporal, central, parietal and occipital derivations referred to the ipsilateral earlobe the performance on two tasks, one logico-analytical (left hemisphere functions) and one spatial test (right hemisphere functions) was assessed. As control, body and environmental temperature were recorded. To test for the presence of ultradian rhythms, the data were subjected to a Fourier analysis. Different EEG variables showed rhythmicity throughout the sessions, principally with slow oscillation periods (3 and 6h); ultradian rhythms with 3h periods were also found in body temperature, while task performance showed no significant rhythmic patterns during sessions. Finally, no significant correlations were found between physiological variables evaluated and task performance.